GUIDE TO BREAST PUMPS

Here is a brief description of the many breast pumps we carry in the Boutique.
For more information, go to www.medela.com

Hospital Grade Pumps Available to Rent

**MEDELA SYMPHONY RENTAL PUMP**
Utilizes new computer technology to better mimic baby’s sucking patterns for optimum pumping efficiency, comfort and success. This pump is the perfect choice for those moms struggling with milk supply, moms of multiples and working moms.

Double Pumps for Purchase

**MEDELA PUMP IN STYLE “ADVANCED”**
This pump has a unique auto cycle pumping action that simulates your baby’s suck and release pattern. This pump is especially recommended for moms who need extra help stimulating their milk supply. This model features Medela’s advanced cycling technology for even greater stimulating action!

The Medela Pump in Style “Advanced” also comes in a backpack style.

**MEDELA PUMP IN STYLE ADVANCED METRO BAG**
This pump is the same as the pump as the Pump in Style Advanced. This comes in an over the shoulder bag with colors in black and tan.

The difference is that the motor is in its own carry case that is removable from the over the shoulder bag. The motor takes up a lot less space on a night stand or office desk.
Single Electric Pumps for Purchase

**MEDELA’S SWING PUMP**

This pump is quieter than Medela’s Single Electric Pump. The Swing Pump can be used on a tabletop, belt clip or shoulder/neck strap. This pump has one touch let down button designed for faster milk flow. The Swing Pump is convenient, easily fits into a purse or briefcase. With Medela’s patented 2-phase Expression, The Swing Pump is efficient, with adjustable speed and vacuum. The pump is comfortable and comes with Soft Fit Breast shields. This pump is quieter than Medela’s Single Deluxe Pump.

Manual Pumps for Purchase

**MEDELA’S HARMONY HAND PUMP**

Medela’s two phase expression technology is applied in this very ergonomic and effective manual pump. Sure to be the new favorite for occasional use.